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symmetries are >poiitnumu-.ry liroken i< investigated, ll is found thai in minimal model.-;
tliiit include singlet iiolils. high T iionroslorutioii is possible fora wide range ol parameters
of the theory, in particular in models of CP violation with a CP-odd Higgs Held. Tin1

smite, holds inn1 for the invisible jixion voision of the Poccei-Quinn mechanism. This can
provide both a way out for tliu domain wall problem in these theories and tho CP violation
required for ImryogonoMs. In the case of spontaneous P violation it I urns out thai high T
nonrcstoration required going beyond the minimal model. The results are shown to hold
line when uoxl-to-loading order effects are considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon ofspontaneous symmetry breaking has become a cornerstone of modern
particle physics. To be able to establish a connection between particle physics and cosmology,
it is essential to investigate the behavior of symmetry breaking in the early tiniv'cr.'c, i.e.
at high temperature. In spite of common sense prejudice, it is by now known that more
heat does not necessarily imply more symmetry [1,2]. Hatlier, tlie question of symmetry
restoration is quite a complex phenomenon and depends on the dynamics of the theory
considered.

Examples have been found with symmetries remaining broken at arbitrarily high tem-
perature, or even exact symmetries becoming biokcn as the system gets h 'alcd up [2-5].
However, some of these examples were ailiiicially created just in order to demonstrate, the
phenomenon. In our opinion, symmetry nonrestoratiou becomes tolerant only when result-
ing fiom minimal and realistic models. This is precisely' what we wish lo address in this
paper. For the sake of focus, we concentrate on the issues of I' and Cl' violation (both
weak and strong). The choice of parity and time reversal is in our opinion natural, these
being fundamental symmetries of nature. Furthermore, the spontaneous breaking of the ••
symmetries may olTvr a simple way o\U nf lUo strong Cl' }>ri>l>lt'iH (G).

There aie at least two important reasons to have CP broken at high temperature, liaryo-
gencsis requires (!P violation, and if one is to adlien; lo the appealing idea ofCP symmetry
being broken spontaneously, its iionrcstoratiou becomes a must. On the other hand, the
spontaneous breakdown of a discrete symmetry leads to n domain wall ptoblem, following
the phase transition that takes place if the symmetry is restored at high T [7,8]. Avoiding
this phase transition may be sufficient lo solve the pioblem, since the thermal production of
large domain walls is naturally suppressed for a wide range of the parameters of (lie theory
[!)). In section II, we study CP behavior al high temperature in some SU{2) x U{\) theories
with Higgs doublets and singlets only. Il turns out that in minimal such models with dou-
blets only CP is always restored, whereas it can naturally remain broken if there is at least
one singlet on top of the usual Iliggs doublet.

Section III is devoted to P violation and there we find that nourestoratiou of P al
high T seems to be in ronllicl with peiliubatioii theory. Again, the existence of P odd
singlets, wehouie for the implementation of the minimal see-saw mechanism, works in favor
of nonresloration of 1* just as "m tho case of CP.

There is yet another class of theories plagued by 'he domain wall problem, that is, those
based on the Peccei-Quinn solution [10] lo the strong CP problem. Once again, symmetry
iiourestoration can solve the problem [!)]. In section IV we demonstrate in detail how this is
achieved.

It has been pointed out that next-to-leadiug order corrections to the high temperature
effective potential may play an important role on the question of nonrcstoralion, even to the
extent of invalidating it in the case of local gauge symmetries (11,12]. I Iowcver, a recent study
[13] involving a Wilson ronormalizalion group approach which simulates nonperturbalivc
elfects, seems to encourage the validity of the conventional one loop results. Since the issue
is not completely settled, to be on the safe side we show in section V how inclusion of
next-to-leading order terms does not affect any of our conclusions.

Focusing on CP forced us to ignore some rather important applications of the idea of



symmetry nonrcstoration, in particular a possible solution to the monopolc problem in grand
unified theories [1<1,15]. We leave this and related issues for tile future.

II . SPONTANEOUS C P VIOLATION AND HIGH T

As with any «lis«-i«*t« symmetry, we would like to be able to keep CT broken at high
temperature in order to avoid the formation of the dangerous domain walls. In the case
of CP, there is yet an additional reasun not to restore it in the early universe, at least not
until the time of baryogenesis. Simply, ('I' must be broken in order fur nuttier to be rirated
116]. This was actually the original motivation of the lirst application in particle physics
of the phenomenon of uourcstoiatiou of symmetries at high leuijiernliiir \'1\. The model
presented in [2] however does mil satisfy the minimality condition introduced above, since
there the Iliggs sector is extended to tlnee doublets only in older tu have liii;li T svmmeliy
iionrestoraliou.

A.( ;p with two doublets

The simplest and original example of a theory with spontaneous ( T violation was pie-
sented by T.I), t.ee [IT]. Mis model is an extension of the Staudaid Model with two complex
Iliggs doublets, with

1=1 -

( i )

where

Choosing the parameter ,1 > 0. one can prove that the minimum of the potential is
achieved when tue lields acquire vevs

*•-(:) • •-( ;)•-

The terms in brackets in the potential will force the Cl'-violating phase 0 to be non-zero.
This can be readily seen bj' writing (2) at the minimum (3). and wisely rearranging terms:

£
I=II v - •• / ••

where

P , = A , - - -

/»=<

Obviously, for n > 0 the minimum will be at cosfl = 8, and CP is broken spontaneously.
We are interested in the possibility that CP remains broken at arbitrarily high temper-

ature. For this to happen in T.D. Lee's model, we need not only to have the vev's of hnth
<!>! and 'I'j nonzero at high T, but also to keep the OP-violating phase from vanishing.

To get an idea of how both vev's may be kept ditferent from zero, consider a simple
model with two leal .scalar lields (<P''i.'/';). and a potential with a Xi symmetry ijn —• —0,,

One can always choose o > I). lU-lh > ". anil require

(7)

so that I lie potential is bounded from below. The potential has exlrema al (ij>t) = H|,

(•,''2) = ''.• satisfying

- f inf -I- •M

(8a)

(8b)

With negative mass terms, both vev.s are noir/.ero. Ailmittedly, this model does not
belong to the class of minima] models as deliued in this paper, since one can break the Zj
symmetry with just one vev; however, we include it in order to illustrate the role of the.
linear terms in symmetiy nourestoration.

At high temperature, the effective potential acquires the additional terms (I,IS,III]

.M ' = 1_ ClA, - , f- I

lly asking, e.g. n > :)A|,ouecan keep one of the mass terms negative at any temperature,
while (7) forces the other to he positive. However, the cubic terms in (S) guarantee that
only one negative mass term sullices to have both vevs lion zero at high T. In other words,
the Held with the negative mass term acquires a vev and "forces" the other to get one also,
via the linear terms in the potential. The rentier must have noticed that we can redefine
the fields at high T so that just one of them has a nouvnnishing vev. However, she should
keep in mind that the same holds true at T = 0; the point is that the symmetry breaking
patterns at high and low T arc equal.

One can hope that the potential in T.D. Lee's model, being of a similar form ns (6),
will exhibit a similar behavior, allowing both vev's to remain non zero al high temperature.



Unfortunately, it is readily found out that it does so at the expense of having the phase 0
going to zero, thus restoring CP, as we now show.

The high temperature corrections to the effective potential for a model with N Higgs
doublets can be found by generalizing Weinberg's formula [I] for complex doublets. Write
the most gener.il potential for N complex doublets as '

V = - ! > ? * , ' • . • +
• , ; . * . ' = i

Then the high T correction is

(10)

(11)

For the two doublet model (2), this gives

AV(T) = ^ [(GA, - 2a - /?)<!>{*, + (GA2 - 2<> -

The potential at high T can then be cast in the same form (•!). where now tin: masses
m? are replaced by I»I*(T)

for T » HI; and S becomes iS(7'):

S(T) = -

(13)

(11)

Again, as in the simpler model, one can have one and only one mass negative at high T,
t! ic to the condition analogous to (7), i.e.

V (15)

since now

ui = pt-a; vl = Vl-c: with
p a (3 a p

(16)

'Obviously we do not worry about the potential being licrmitian. Needless to say, the reader
should take care of this in choosing her potential, and then safely proceed to use our formula for
&V(T)

Requiring v\,v\ < 0 will give pip2 < a1 < pl/4, which contradicts (15).
Considering only the 0-dcpendent part, we see as before that there is a minimum for

0 = S(T). However, it is not difficult to sec that with only one mass term negative, both
vevs cannot be nonzero at high T, due lo the fact that the mass terms now depend on the
coupling constants. Taking v\ < 0, the requirement that Vi be real gives

l^llj > "?/'2 (17)

together with (15), this is also enough to ensure that u2 is real. Substituting for v\ and
v\ one gets

£ ( ^ - I'l) > $ [ * - (/'i - ~ £) Vi (18)

Which again implies pip2 < />2/'li contradicting (15).
We conclude then that the only way lo have both fields with a nonvauisliing vev at high

temperature is to sot the phase 0 to zero, in other words, the field with a negative mass
term ran "force" tin* other to acc|iiiri' a vev, but it drags it in the same direction in U{1)
spac<\

Notice that in [2] the fact that both vevs can be nonzero was overlooked, but it was still
concluded correctly that with two doublets only, CP would become a good symmetry at
high T.

B.C,V and nnturnl flavor conservation

A common feature of models with two Higgs doublets as the one in the previous section
is that they allow for flavor-violating interactions in neutral current phenomena. As shown
in [20-22], the minimal model for .spontaneous CP violation involving doublets only that
conserves flavor, requires three of them.

To sre why, consider a Lagrangian with two complex Iliggs as in(l), (2), and mi extra
symmetry /Jj

"ill -"in (19)

(where ua« are up quarks and hereafter n,b,.. are flavor indices). The Yukawa interac-
tion? are written now

CY = (20)

so that flavor violation through neutral Iliggs exchange is avoided. However, no'v the
symmetry prohibits the terms of the type (I){<I>i<l>}'I>2 in the Higgs potential, and therefore
at the minimum we have the phase 0 = 0 or tr/2, both leading to CP conservation,

The way out is to have three doublets, and an additional symmetry /?2 that prevents it
from coupling to the quarks: $3 —> — $3, with other fields unchanged. The most general
potential invariant under SU(2) x U[\) x Dt x Di is



at
It can b»> shown [20-22] that choosing ,/3|-J,7J, > 0, the above potential lias a minimum

- 7 . (JO (22)

where only two of the 0, (say. 0i and fl;i) arc relevant. Rxtrcmizatioii with rcsprfl lo 0
yields [21]

i.ii>3siii'J(0, - 03) = 0

J sin 2(0, - 0.,) + -)J3 |.| sin 20.! = 0

(23d)

(23b)

Notice that to have CP violation, we noed all three v, and both 0\, 0j to be nuu/cio.
H can be shown |22) that the CP violating solution of (2:jj is indeed a minimum. When

the phases take this value, the remaining potential is

where

/ ' i = A| - •
723

(24)

(25)

and analogous expressions for /(j, )>j.
Once again, we are interested in whether the CP symmetry can remain broken at high

temperatures. It is straightforward using (11) to calculate the ma>scs at high temperature

?(T) = -m? + Y UP, - E(2oij + pA * yi'? (20)

Due to the high degree of symmetry of the potential, temperature contributions arc
indepcndciu of the phases, so equations (23) arc the same.

For the potential to be bounded from below, a set of constraints analogous to (7) has to
be imposed on the couplings, namely

Pi > 0 jupj > (Uj for each i < j (27a)

P1P2P3 - (27b)

with n,j- = a,j + /?,-;, and we choose a,-,- > 0, so ay > 0.
It is easy to prove that (27a) prevents us from taking all three of the mass terms negative

at high T, as we could have expected. Necessary conditions would he

Z>.j>3/<, (28)

Multiplying these equations by pairs and adding them results in a contradiction with eq.
(27a). But it turns out that with only two negative mass terms, all three vevs cannot be
nonzero at arbitrarily high temperature. Take for example ff > 0, i'}1,!*} < 0. We need i>i
to be real, that is, minimizing (21)

•i _ f'f^\
' \ 3 J

- "!») + "a
- J>3«12

> 0 (23)

We have already required the denominator to be positive. For the numerator lo be
positive also, necessary (though not sufficient) conditions are

where

- "I,) (HO)

l'2* = "12 + IIta - - > "2

Inserting (110) in (31), one gets

(31)

<4) (32)

which in view of (27) cannot be satisfied.
Thus, onrc again, the CP violating phase disappears at high temperature. As hi the

two-doublet case, here too the problem is that Ct' violation is achieved through the relative
phase of the vevs of the doublets.

C. QP with n singlet field

It should be clear from the previous examples that when the CP phase is related to the
relative phases of doublet fields, high temperature effects will make it vanish. We therefore
look for models in which CP violation is broken spontaneously by the vcv ofjusl one field,
which may be easier to keep at high temperature.

The simplest such model is a minimal extension of the Standard Model with

a) a real singlet field S which transforms under CP as S —¥ —S.



b) an additional down quark, with both left and right components D\ and D)x singlets
under SU(2).

The interaction Lagrnnginn for the down quarks, symmetric under CP, contains the terms

CY = 5

(33)

Clearly, when 5 gets a vev (at a scale a much bigger than the weak scale Mw) CP is
spontaneously broken by the terms in the last line. A model of this kind was developed by
Bento and.Dranco [23], in the version where the singlet is a complex field and gets a complex
vev, and with an additional symmetry under which 5 and D« are odd. all other liclds oven.

We will for simplicity keep S leal (anil impuM" no further symmetries), noting thai lite
analysis goes over the same lines as in [2:1]. and referring the reader there for details. Siilliie
it to say that CP violation is achieved by complex phases appearing in I lie CK'M matrix
through the mixings of d and I) quarks, which are of the order o/Mp. These phases remain
in the limit MD,<T —> oo when the heavy quarks decouple. This should not come as a
surprise, since in the decoupling limit the theory reduces to the minimal standard model,
which in general lias complex Yukawa couplings and a complex CKM matrix. Also, flavor-
violating currents are suppressed by powers of M\r/a, disappearing in the decoupling limit.
Thus the measure of the departmc from the standard model is the dimeusionless parameter
MW/MD, and for the theory to bo experimentally testable Mp .should not be murh bigger
than 1 TcV.

To leading order, the high-temperature behavior of the <1> — a system is very simple. The
most general potential «rnu be written as

2 4 2
and it has a minimum at

At high T, the masses are replaced by

(31)

(35)

>»s . T\
= 2 + k ( 3 A i " - 2 o ) (36)

0 at any temperature.We can have nig < 0 always by requiring 2Q > 3As, and thus a
The only further restriction is the usual A* > n2/As.

It seems then that in this model, one can have CP broken at any temperature. Remember
however that up to now we have only considered the leading order contributions to the
effective potential in calculating the masses (3G). A complete analysis should include the
next-to leading order corrections, as we already mentioned in the Introduction. We can
articipate that for a singlet field these effects will not change the picture much, but we leave
a detailed analysis for a separate section.

III. SPONTANEOUS P VIOLATION AND HIGH T

Spontaneous P violation has been already discussed in the second paper of rcf. [2],
mostly in connection with strong CP violation. It was concluded 111 ere that in the minimal
models of spontaneous P violation, left-right asymmetry may persist to high temperatures.
The analysis however was carried out without considering carefully the role of I he giiugc
couplings, which is now known to be fundamental [15], and which as we will sliow may
invalidate that conclusion.

Let us recall the salient features of the minimal left-right symmetric theories [2-1] based on
a SU(2)i. x SU{'2)u x (/( 1)B-L g<<"fie symmetry. The fcrmions are in doublet representations

CO,. • 0 .
(37)

The minimal Iliggs sector of the theory consists of

• the bi-doiiblets (one or more) <I> needed to provide Yukawa couplings and fcrillion
.nasses

• two nmltiplrts At and A/< which may be either doublets or triplets under 67/(2)/, and
S(f{'2)n, and which are in charge of breaking P spontaneously.

For the sake of completeness, we remind the reader of the essence of spontaneous P
violation and we do it in a simplilied toy example which has all the relevant features of
the theory. More precisely, we take A/, and A« as real scalar fields and assume a left-right
symmetric potential

(38)

A simple inspection of V is enough to convince oneself that for m2 > 0 and A' — A > 0,
the global minimum of the theory is obtained for

<A t>*=0 ; {A«>' = ^ (39)

or viccversa. Thus the left-right symmetry is broken spontaneously. Of course in realistic
models, besides A's being non-trivial representations under the gauge group, we do need a
field <I>. One can then try to take one or more of the coupling constants between 'I' and the
A's negative, thus achieving a negative mass term for the A's at all temperatures.

Let us concentrate in the version of the theory which incorporates the see-saw mechanism
with At and A/; being triplets [25]. Since we wish to keep (A/j) nonzero at high temperature,
it is enough to look at the An — •I' system and, as in |2], consider a simplified mode] in which
the potential is written

10



V = - -m£7V* f• + A#(7Y*'*)' - (40)

where A/? is a triplet under SU(2)a, has 5— Z, number 2, and other couplings are taken
to be small. The high temperature masses arc 2

(11 a)

ti3. f 7*1 = - r ( • l i b )

where ip is the (/(I) gauge coupling, if the S£/(2)/j one. We have to keep ni±{T)
negative at high T wliile preserving the boundedness condilion A*A^ > o ' , thus wo arrive
at

A* > -r-

A* as a function of Aa lias a minimum at A^ = (3l-\){<jn + 2g2), so we itmst Jiaiv

(.12)

[-13)

If we now use gn = g*/2 and take </' = l/'l. we sec that nonrestoralion of P requires
A* > 1 in conflict with perturbation theory. Including other couplings does not help, since
new conditions on the couplings coming from the mass matrices have to be imposed (since
it is not illustrative, we omit here the numerical analysis required to prove this).

Although physically less attractive, one can in principle use doublets to break P spon-
taneously. This is actually the case studied in [2]. It is easily found that with doublets the
condition equivalent to (43) is down by a factor of half. Thus ibis case may be considered
borderline.

Now, for the implementation of the see-saw mechanism in its minimal form, it turns out
that a parity odd singlet field is needed [26]. The singlet fielu 5 will couple to the A fields
with a left-right symmetric term

iUS(A'LA,. - Aj,An) (44)

Without the lower bound imposed by the gauge couplings, the situation in this case goes
along the same lines as that of section IIC: the vev of the singlet can be kept nonzero at
high temperatures with the aid of the bi-doublet field «i>, or even of the A's. Exactly as it
worked with CP, now P may remain broken at high temperature, and the presence of more
fields coupled to 5 than in the CP case only makes it easier.

use the normalization TV*'* = < J,, where n sums over six real licUIs.
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IV. STRONG CP PROBLEM AND HIGH T

The strong CP problem arises in QCD when nonperturbalive effects, resulting from the
existence of instanton solutions, induce effective terms in the Lagraugian that violate CP.
The resulting CP violating phase is

argdct(iU) (45)

where 0 is the coefficient of the taollul'^'"Fl"' term, and A/ is the quark's inaHs matrix.
0 is constrained experimentally to be zero to a very high precision (0 < IO"U), giving rise
to a "naturalness" problem [27].

A. The invisible nxion solution

The most popular solution to the strong CP problem is the Peccei-Qninn mechanism
[10], in which the phase 0 is identified with the pseudu-Goldstonc boson resulting from the
spontaneous breakdown of a global symmetry U(1)PQ. Observational constraints rcqui.e
this breakdown to occur at a scale M/<g much bigger than the electrowcak scale, making
the axion "invisible" [28,29]. Besides the axion field «, the breaking of IJ( I )PQ produces a
network of global strings [30]. As we go around each minima! string, the phase 0 = a/Mpq
winds by 2a. Instanton effects appear later, when the temperature has reached the QCD
scale AQCD- Their elfccts in the lliggs sector can be mimicked by an effective term

where A' is the number of quark llavors. It becomes energetically favorable for 0 to choose
one out of the discrete set of values 2irfc/A' (A = 1,2, ..A'). Bui since we must havu A 0 = 2n
around a string, this results in the formation of A' domain walls attached to each string [31J.
For Ar > I, these domain walls are stable and therefore in conflict with standard cosmology.

Clearly, without the global strings no walls will be formed: above T ~ AgcDt 0 would
be aligned having some typical value 0u '"hi -h after the QCD phase transition would relax
to the nearest minimum. We wish then to study in detail the high temperature behavwr of
the invisible axion mechanism, well above the scale JU;><J.

I'nr concreteness we concentrate on the minimal extension of the original Peccei-Quinn
model (29]. The potential for ihe PQ model with the doublets <$>-, (i=l,2) both having Y = 1
and a SU(2) x (/(I) singlet 5 may be written as

= E f-^J* + TW.!*H - fw!

(47)

Besides the SU[2)i. x U(\)y local gauge symmetry, Vpp has a chiral t/(l)/>g symmetry
(4>t couples to say down quarks, and 4>2 to up quarks)

5 _> (48)

12



For P > 0, the minimum is found at

(-19)

To have U{\)I>Q broken at any temperature, il is enough to keep the vcv of the singlet
nonzero for all T. Worn our analysis of the previous section for a potential with three
doublets, one can already expect that keeping the vcv of only one field nonzero will not
be difficult. In this mode! then the conditions on the potential parameter!; cannot be an
obstacle for nonrestoration, but we present them here for the sake of completeness. Taking
vs S» ",-, the conditions over the couplings are, to leading order

\ > 0 , A S > U A,A,> > (o

Mi? [̂ (
l

., - 7jf) + £
''I

+ fi) + 1, J

(r,ob)

It is easily proven that (50a) imply that the Mist line of e<[. (nUli) is positive. A Millicieut
condition for boundedness will then i<-<|iiiit- (ijUa) and the second line of (*•()!>) tu be positive,
the same conditions that were required in the three-doublet model of .section IIII (ei|.('J~)).

The mass term of the singlet at high temperature will be

7'-
= -w's + —(,\s -1,- (SI)

so tliat imposing "ri + iz > \s, we get the U( 1 )i>q syminelry broken at all temperatures.
We already know that at high T one cannot have all three vevs nonzero, and notice that
because of the linear terms in (-17), having t's jt 0 forces iij, vt to vanish.

Up to this order then, it seems (uiite natural to keep the vcv of S nonzero at high T;
again we leave the next-to-leadiug order considerations for the next session. The learned
reader will notice that the same holds true for Kim's version [28] of the invisible axiou idea.

B. Spontaneous P or CP violnlion

Another well-known solution to the stiong CP problem is based on the idea of sponta-
neous CP or P violation [6]. Here, the symmetries can be used to set 0 l r , , = 0 and the
effective Q is then finite and calculable in perturbation theory, and in many models small
enough. The high T behavior of these theories is completely analogous to I he one discussed
in section II and III. and thus we can conclude that the solution of the domain wall problem
favors models with singlets. However, before the model is found we find it fruitless to study
this question in detail.
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V. NEXT-TO-LEADING ORDER CONTRIBUTIONS

In a series of recent papers, Biinonte and Lozano [11,12] have addressed the issue of
next-to-leading order contributions to the effective potential. As was already pointed out in
[19], in it theory with a Atf>4 potential, the next-to-leading order contributions to the mass2

are of order

,,i\T) ex (P2)

while higher loop corrections do not con tribute .significantly. The point is that in n theory
with two lields where one of the self-coupling constants is required to be larger than the other
(as we did to avoid symmetry restoration), the larger constant will enter in corrections to
the other field's mass. Thus one lists to make sure that the results to leading order arc
maintained when including such terms.

In fad, in the case of gauge symmetries, it was concluded [I'J] thai the in< '.usion of these
elfecls can alter significantly the phase diagram of the theory. This is mainly due to the
fact that iu the gauge case the coupling constants cannot be as small as one wishes, but
are bounded from below by the value of the gauge coupling. Ill the case of singlets [II],
although the effects are not so dramatic, they do alter the parameter space for symmetry
IIOMIestimation. Since in this investigation the models that allow for iionresloratiou at high T
were based on singlet fields, we will only consider here the next-lo-leading order corrections
in the case of global symmetry.

We begin by reviewing briefly the contributions of next-to-leading corrections iu the
elfcctive potential of a O(A'i) x OfAjJ-symnietric model, although we refer the render to
(II] for details. Take two real lields <j>i,<!ii, transforming as vectors under O(N\),O(Ni)
respectively, ami write the potential

be

t \ "* / **

The temperature conlribulious to the effective masses arc calculated lo leading orrler to

(and a similar expression for Anij) while to next-lo-ieading, Am,- =
solving the coupled pair of equations

+ A

j - ; = / / - -

(64)

Tti is found by

(55)

Symmetry is restored when such solutions are real and positive. The conditions under
which those solutions do not exist, and therefore the O(JVj) symmetry is not restored can
be found to be

(56a)
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> a2 (5Gb)

where

3(2+W,
(57)

is a function that can lake values from 0 to 1. Tlic leading order conditions arc (5G) witli
/ = 0. One can see then why the parameter space is reduced: it gets more difficult to fulfill
(56a). The behavior with the number of fields also becomes nontrivial, since (1 — / ) is a
decreasing function of A\, and the two factors of n in (5Ca) compete (up to leading order,
it is always preferable to kce/> nonzero tlie vev of the field in the smallest representation).

The O(A'i) x O(A?) toy model can mimick models with more com plicated symmetries
involving two fields with A'I and A1? real components, in the approximation whore their
interaction is just of the type o|^i|2 |^j| ' i. In particular, no approximation needs to be done
in the doublet+singlet case.

In Figure 1 we show how symmetry mmrcstoration depends in the number oflields when
the next-to-leading order effects are included, i.e., we find the values of A'I and Ar2 for which
the conditions (5C) are satisfied when the parameters of the potential an- fixed. The plot
shows the situation for two sets of ratios of the couplings: Ai : n : A* = I : 1/3 : I/!) and
1 : 1/10 : 1/100. Notice that A'I < A', is still pirfcrrcd. As the ratio A'J/A'I increases, it
becomes necessary for nonrestoratioii lo take .smaller ratio Aj/A|.
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FIG. 1. Symmetry nniirestoratioii in a model with O[Nt) x O(Ar
2) symmetry. Points indicate

tlie values of A'I, A'2 for which the vcv of tlifO(A'j) vector ran be kept nonzero at high temperature,
for fixed values of the potential's parameters: circles correspond to A| = 0.1, n = 0.03, Aj = 0.01,
crosses to A, = 0.1. o = 0.01, A2 = 0.001

The cases of A'I = A, Nj = 1 (a complex doublet plus a real singlet, as required for CP
violation in section MC), that of /V| = 8, A'j = 2 (two doublets and one complex singlet, as
in the invisible axiou model of section IV) and that of A'I = 8, A'j = 1 (two doublets and a
singlet, as in the parity-violating model of section III) lie in the non-restoration region.

The relevant question is how big is the region in parameter space where nourcstoralion
occurs. In Figure 2 we show that region for the case of the CP violation with a real singlet,
in A*,o space, when A$ is kept at a fixed value. Varying As basically 'rescales' the whole
picture in the a axis, The corresponding region with only leading-order effects is also shown.
Although the parameter space is reduced by higher order corrections, the difference with
the leading order case is not dramatic
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FIG. 2. The region of symmetry rioiircstoralion for tlie model o(CJIJ wild a real, CP odd singlet,
for two values of the singlet's sclfconpling constant A, as indicated. When only leading order effects
are taken into account, the region extends up to the dotted line

For the Peccci-Qiiinii model, the nexl-to-leadiiig order calculations are only approxi-
mated by an 0(8) x 0(2) model, in the limit where in (17), A( = A; = 'In = A*, f) = 0, and
1> = 7 2 = 1-

Under such approximation, the regiim where iionrestoration is allowed is presented in
Figure 3, for the same range of parameters as in Figure 2. It is evident comparing l>olh
figures that nonrestoration does not depend only on the ratio Ni/N\.
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As far the model of P violation with a singlet of section III, it can In* imitated I))' a 0(8) x
0(1) model if the quarlic coupling with the two doublet fields is taken negative. One can
also choose the couplings with the bi-doulilel negative, and then consider an approximated
model with some of the self and mixed couplings small. The nonresloration region is clearly
bigger than in the weak or strong CP cases.

VI. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the phenomenon of symmetry nourestoralion at high
temperature, focusing on some minimal models of spontaneous T and P violation. We were
motivated by the fundamental role that these symmetries play in nature and by the possibil-
ity of using them in solving the strong CP problem. We find that symmetry iionrestoration
seems to require singlet fields and that it seems to work in accord with perturbation theory.
This provides the hope for solving the domain wall problem and having baryogenesis operate
at very high temperature as we now discuss briefly.

Domain Wall Problem: Avoiding the phase transition is not enough to solve the
domain wall problem, since thermal fluctuations are in principle able to produce topological
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defects at any time. As was shown in [9], thermal production of domain walls and strings can
be naturally suppressed. V-e briefly sketch how this suppression occurs for the two models
admitting nonrestoration presented here, and refer to [9] for details.

Consider the nucleation of a large spherically symmetric domain wall or a closed loop of
string. The production rate per unit time per unit volume at a temperature T will be given
by [32]

(5S)

where S3 is the energy of the closed defect. The suppression factor c"* ' 7 is readily
calculated in the limit where the defect's radius is much bigger than its width. I'or the
domain walls produced in tin1 model of ('I* violation with n singlet, we gel

(5U)

Analogously, for Ihe Peccei-Quiun model the thermal production of large loops ofst rings
is suppressed by 3

(60)

We see that in both cases, it suffices to take the singlet's self-coupling As small to avoid
significant thermal production of defects.

The considered models with singlets'involve a bigh scale Mu much bigger than the weak
scale Mw, and it is noteworthy that tliesiiiallnossof,V,.,-is intimately related to this hierarchy.
Strictly speaking one could just fine tune the combination of ttt% mid Xs''s to he small, but
this is riot stable under radiative corrections. It is ninybc more natural to lake alJ the mass
parameters of the model 111* and m.s- to be small, i.e. of order M\v, and the singlet's self
and mixed couplings of order {Miv/t's)1- In such case it is obvious that both (5!)) and (GO)
become enormous, suppressing completely the production of defects. Of course, the nature
of the fine-tuning is finally a matter of taste. However, the second possibility has tin: clear
prediction of keeping both Higgs doublets light in the invisible axion model, as is commonly
assumed and experimentally verifiable.

Of course, all the above still does not guarantee ihe absence of domain walls. One needs
to assume initial conditions in which the singlet field has a uniform value over a region of
roughly the comoviug size of the present horizon. This is equivalent to assume that the
so-called horizon problem has been solved, for example by means of a period of primordial
inflation.

Baryogenesis
The issue of baryogenesis in the context of broken symmetries at high T has been discused

in [33] with emphasis on the theories where theS£/(2)xl'(l) gauge symmetry of the standard

3\Vc note that the normalization of the kinetic term we use here diiidrs from that of [9].
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model never gets restored. This implies massive fcrmions at high T, but it can still be shown
that baryogenesis may take place along the usual lines of the oul-of-cquilibrium decays of
siipcrhcavy lepto-quark gauge and Eliggs bosons.

Now, in the examples we have discussed both with P and CP violation at high T, and
including the Pcccei-Quinn mechanism, the SU('2) x (/(I) symmetry gels restored as in the
more conventional scenarios. Thus fermions become massless and Ihe creation of bnryoti
asymmetry proceeds as usual. Of course, this implies embedding of the models discussed
into CiUTs, a task beyond the scope of our paper.
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